THE WAR AGAINST EVEREST
die plains of India for the greater part of the year, obscures the
great mountain from sight. On clear days, especially in the
autumn and after the monsoon rains, this dust haze is swept
away, the clouds blown aside, and the majestic peak shows
itself in all its splendour to the people in the west and south.
After the triangulation in the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury, a long period ensued which may be described as the phase
of the native explorers. The Indian Governments were in a
dynamic state. The Government of the Punjab under John
Lawrence, pushed explorers far afield through the valleys of
Kashmir to Imperial China and High Tartary, where the Rus-
sian Tsars were not yet known, and the governments of Bengal
and Hindustan, sent their men in disguise into the no less
forbidden kingdoms of Bhutan, Tibet, and Nepal.
One of the most famous of these intrepid men was officially
known for many years as No. 9, though it now transpires that
his actual name was Hari Ram. In these cases, it was far pre-
ferable, in the interests of long life, for these surveyors to have
a number rather than a name.
In 1871, No. 9 started in the early autumn from Darjeeling,
which had for some years been a European settlement, and
passing through Sikkim, at length made his way into Tibet.
He anticipated that, in common with all other travellers in
India, he would be stopped by the frontier guard and possibly
tortured, and so took measures accordingly. Before crossing
the frontier onto the high plateau of the vast plain of Chang
Tang, he ingratiated himself with the Lepcha chief of an
important district south of the frontier whose wife happened
to be ill. No. 9 had provided himself with a stock of European
medicaments and under his treatment the lady became decidedly
better. At last a cure was effected, although the man who had
issued the pocket medicine chest from the survey department,
prescribed No. 19 for her ailment, or for what Hari Ram
diagnosed as her ailment. Having no No, 19 he mixed together
the contents of botdes 12 and 7. In consequence of this per-
formance, the head man treated him with great kindness of
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